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The tools and cultures of HPC and big data analytics diverged, to the detriment of both; unification is essential to address a 
spectrum of major research domains.

�
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2 •  D. A. Reed and J. Dongarra 
�

 

�
  Fig.1 Advanced computing performance measured by the high-performance Linpack (HPL) benchmark  

been key to event identification and correlation in domains as diverse 
as high-energy physics and molecular biology. 

As with the successive generations of other large-scale scientific 
instruments, each new generation of advanced computing brings new 
capabilities and insights, along with technical design challenges and 
economic tradeoffs. High-performance computers and big data 
systems are tied inextricably to the broader computing ecosystem, its 
designs and its markets. They are also coupled to national security 
needs and economic competitiveness in ways that distinguish them 
from most other scientific instruments.  

This “dual use” model, together with the rising cost of ever-larger 
computing and data analysis systems, and a host of new design 
challenges at massive scale, are raising new questions about advanced 
computing research investment priorities, design and procurement 
models, and global collaboration and competition. This paper 
examines some of these technical challenges, the interdependence of 
computational modeling and data analytics, and the global ecosystem 
and competition for leadership in advanced computing.  We begin 
with a primer on the history of advanced computing. 

2. ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING AND 
THE CHALLENGES OF SCALE  

By definition, an advanced computing system embodies the hardware, 
software and algorithms needed to deliver the very highest capability 
at any given time. In the 1980s, vector supercomputing dominated 
high-performance computing, as embodied in the eponymously 
named systems designed by the late Seymour Cray. The 1990s saw 
the rise of massively parallel processing (MPPs) and shared memory 

multiprocessors (SMPs), built by Thinking Machines, Silicon 
Graphics and others. In turn, clusters of commodity (Intel/AMD x86) 
and purpose-built processors (e.g., IBM’s BlueGene), dominated the 
previous decade.  Today, those clusters have been augmented with 
computational accelerators and GPUs.   

Similarly, just a few years ago, the very largest data storage systems 
contained only a few terabytes of secondary disk storage, backed by 
automated tape libraries. Today, commercial and research cloud 
computing systems each contain many petabytes of secondary 
storage, and individual research laboratories routinely process 
terabytes of data produced by their own scientific instruments. 

2.1 The Leading Edge 
Given the rapid pace of technological change, leading edge capability 
is a moving target – today’s smartphone was yesterday’s 
supercomputer, and a personal digital music collection was once 
enterprise scale storage. Lest this seem an exaggeration, the measured 
performance of an Apple iPhone5 or Samsung Galaxy S4 on standard 
linear algebra benchmarks now substantially exceeds that of a Cray-1, 
which was widely viewed as the first successful supercomputer. That 
same smartphone has a storage capacity rivaling the text-based 
content of a major research library. 

Just a few years ago, teraflops (1012 floating point operations/second) 
and terabytes (1012 bytes of secondary storage) defined state-of-the-
art advanced computing.  Today, those same values represent a desk 
side PC with an NVidia or Intel Xeon Phi accelerator and local 
storage. In 2014, advanced computing is now defined by multiple 
petaflops (1015 floating operations/second) supercomputing systems 
and cloud data centers with many petabytes of secondary storage.  

GROWTH OF AMAZON S3 OBJECTS IN BILLIONS COMPUTING PERFORMANCE MEASURED BY HPL 
BENCHMARK

D. A. Reed and J. Dongarra , Exascale Computing and Big Data, in Communication of the ACM, July 2015, Vol 58, N°7.

BIG DATA ANALYSIS & HPC EVOLUTIONS



BIG DATA ANALYSIS & HPC

• Emerging Exascale supercomputers : What programming paradigms ? What 
methods for what applications? How efficiently program such architectures 
exploiting mixed arithmetics (and 16, 32, 64 bits,...), etc. ? How to manage 
the convergence of distributed and parallel computing in these architectures?

• New programming paradigms have to be proposed for this extreme 
computational and data sciences programming.

• New methods have to be developed (involving applied math, graph theory,  
Bayesian network, statistic, linear algebra, game theory, …..) 

• Big Data analysis and HPC would converge to develop new applications on 
those platforms/supercomputers (mixing computational science and data 
science)

• This convergence is crucial to propose future machine learning algorithm for 
Post-Petascale platforms and supercomputers
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• Some application challenges
• Programming models and frameworks
• Unite and conquer approach
• Concluding remarks and perspectives

OUTLINE
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Gamma Rays
90% : Protons
10% : heavy kernels
1% : electrons
0.1% : gamma

2

P. Aubert, N. Emad, F. Gaté J. Jacquemier, G. Lamanna G. Maurin, T. Vuillaume, 

SOME APPLICATION: GAMMA RAY DETECTION
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SOME APPLICATION: GAMMA RAY DETECTION
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SOME APPLICATION: GAMMA RAY DETECTION (SVD)

• Polynomial data compression for large-scale physics experiments. P. Aubert, T. Vuillaume, G. Maurin, J. Jacquemier, G. Lamanna, and N. Emad. CoRR,
abs/1805.01844, 2018.
• High Performance Computing algorithms for Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes. T. Vuillaume, P. Aubert, G. Maurin, J. Jacquemier, G.

Lamanna, and N. Emad. Proceeding of Science, ICRC2017-771, 2017.
• Data Analysis with SVD for Physical Expriments, Application to the Cherenkov Telescope Array. P. Aubert, T. Vuillaume, F. Gaté, G. Maurin, J.

Jacquemier, N. Emad, and G. Lamanna. In the Proceedings of SIAM Conference on Parallel Processing for Scientific Computing, Tokyo, Japan, March 7-10
2018.

108
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SOME APPLICATION: FLU EPIDEMIC

Time series of infection in an 7010-node power-law social graph ba, with  ν= 0.2,  δ= 0.24 and x=5

Stochastic simulation using the infection vector (EVD of transition matrix)
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SOME APPLICATION: FLU EPIDEMIC

Simulation by ISTY/UVSQ engineering students L. ARMAND and R. COUZINET

Stochastic simulation using the infection vector (EVD of transition matrix)

ANC : 3.7

ANC : 14.57 ANC : 25.44

ANC :  3.3

ANC (average number of contacts)
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THE CLUSTERING PROBLEM 

 
Example: detect relevant 
groups based on frequent co-
purchasing on Amazon.com 

Visualization: M. Bastian, S. Heymann, and M. Jacomy. “Gephi: An Open Source Software for exploring and manipulating networks” 2009 

Data: V. Krebs. 2004 

SOME APPLICATION : THE CLUSTERING PROBLEM
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AN APPLICATION: THE CLUSTERING PROBLEM

4  

THE CLUSTERING PROBLEM 

Pink      Liberal 

Yellow  Neutral 

Green   Conservative 

 

 

 

Data: V. Krebs. 2004 

Visualization: M. Bastian, S. Heymann, and M. Jacomy. “Gephi: An Open Source Software for exploring and manipulating networks” 2009 
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CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES

TEST

Nahid Emad

Partitioning vertices V of a graph G = (V,E) into a set of clusters
Sk ✓ V such that:

Sp
k=1 Sk.

• Modularity maximization allows to compute the di↵erence be-
tween vertices assigned into clusters for a graph G = (V,E) versus
a random graph R = (V, F ). The issued optimization problem is
NP-Complete. It can be approximated by the largest eigenpairs
of the modularity matrix: B = A � 1

2!v.v
T where vT = (v1, · · · , vn)

is the volume vector, vi the volume of the node i and ! is the
number of edges of G.

• Minimum balanced cut permits to minimize the number of edges
between clusters. This problem is also an NP-Complete problem,
which can be approximated by the smallest eigenpairs of the
Laplacian : L = D � A where D is the degree matrix of G.

2
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MODULARITY MAXIMIZATION CLUSTERING

15  

SPECTRAL MODULARITY MAXIMIZATION 
Spectral Modularity maximization                                  Ground truth 

 

84% hit rate 

 

A. Fender, N. Emad, S. Petiton, M. Naumov, Parallel Modularity Clustering, Procedia Computer 
Science, Volume 108, 2017, Pages 1793-1802
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Parallel Modularity Clustering A. Fender, N. Emad, S. Petiton and M. Naumov

Proof. Notice that

Q =
1

2!

pX
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X

8i s.t.
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8j s.t.
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2!

⌘
=
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2!

pX

k=1

�
uT
kBuk

�
=

1

2!
Tr(UTBU) (7)

with elements of U constrained to be in set C = {0, 1}.

Notice that ultimately we are interested in finding the cluster assignment c that achieves
the maximum modularity

max
c

Q =
1

2!
max
U2C

Tr(UTBU) (8)

The exact solution to the modularity maximization problem stated in (8) is NP-complete
[5]. However, we can find an approximation by relaxing the requirement that elements of matrix
U take discrete values [12, 13].

Notice that UTU = D, where D = [dk,k] is a p⇥p diagonal matrix with elements dk,k = |Sk|.
Then, introducing auxiliary matrix eU = UD�1/2 2 Rn⇥p, we can start by looking for

max
eUT eU=I

Tr(eUTB eU) (9)

Notice that by the Courant-Fischer theorem [9] this maximum is achieved by the largest
eigenpairs of the modularity matrix. Now, we still need to convert the real values obtained in
(9) back into the discrete assignment into clusters.

Since we are working in multiple dimensions, it is natural to use the distance between points
as a metric of how to group them. In this case, if we interpret each row of the matrix U as a
point in a p-dimensional space then it becomes natural to use a clustering algorithm, such as
k-means [1, 11] to identify the p distinct partitions. We are not aware of a theoretical result
guaranteeing that the obtained approximate solution will closely match the optimal discrete
solution, but in practice we often do obtain a good approximation.

4 Algorithm

The outline of the modularity clustering technique is described in Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1 Modularity Clustering

1: Let G = (V,E) be an input graph and A be its weighted adjacency matrix.
2: Let p be the number of desired clusters.
3: Set the modularity matrix B = A� 1

2!vv
T .

4: Find p largest eigenpairs BU = U⌃, where ⌃ = diag(�1, ...,�p).
5: Scale eigenvectors U by row or by column (optional).
6: Run clustering algorithm, such as k-means, on points defined by rows of U .

Notice that the general outline of the modularity clustering closely resembles the spectral
clustering in [13]. The main di↵erence is that in the former case we use the modularity matrix
B and find its largest eigenpairs, while in the latter case we use the Laplacian matrix L and find
its smallest eigenpairs. The properties of modularity and Laplacian matrices are also di↵erent,
requiring a di↵erent choice of eigenvalue problem solvers.

4

13  

MODULARITY MAXIMIZATION PIPELINE 

Eigensolver Clustering 
Points 
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ALGORITHM: MODULARITY MAXIMIZATION CLUSTERING
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PROFILING: MODULARITY CLUSTERING

16  

PROFILING 

The sparse matrix vector multiplication 
takes 90% of the time in the eigensolver 

 

 

The eigensolver takes 90% of the time 

 

 

 

Joe Eaton (NVIDIA, USA), Alexandre Fender (UVSQ/NVIDIA), Maxim Naumov (NVIDIA, USA), 
Serge Petiton (Cristal/MDLS, Lille U)
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OUTLINE

• Some application challenges
• Programming models and frameworks
• Unite and conquer approach
• Concluding remarks and perspectives
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TRENDS FOR EMERGING SUPERCOMPUTERS

• Multi-core to many cores: 
Minimization of data movement but all communication has not the 
same cost and the latencies between distant cores are time 
consuming

• High degree of hierarchy (nodes, memory): 
Multi-level parallelism (coarse, medium, fine grain), multi-level 
scheduling strategies, …

• Convergence of parallel and distributed systems: 
Communication, energy consumption, fault tolerance 

GOAL: Exploitation of different hierarchies of processing elements and 
shared and distributed memories of these evolutionary systems
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PROGRAMING PARADIGM

COMPONENT APPROACH :
ü Interoperability, reusability, durability, …
ü Making (re)use of existing libraries, ..., in the 

context of extreme scale computing 
GRAPH OF COMPONENTS :
ü Graph of very coarse grain components :  data flow 

oriented SPMD, PGAS-like, data-parallelism
ü A component can be itself a graph of tasks and can be 

descripted by SPMD PGAS-like model
• limitation of communications to the cores allocated to such components
• on each processor, we can program accelerators
• on each core multithreaded optimization can be used

Users have to be able to give expertise to middleware, runtime system & schedulers

November 12, 2020 ScalA20, SC20 20

YML: An environment and high-level language (http://yml.prism.uvsq.fr/)



YML FRAMEWORK/LANGUAGE AND XMP LANGUAGE

Several 
French/Japanese/German 
ANR/JST/DFG and SPPEXA 
projects based on YML 
and XMP
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<TASK 2> <TASK 3> <TASK 4>

<TASK 5> <TASK 6>

<TASK 1>

<TASK 7>

NODE NODE NODE

NODE NODE NODE

for(i=0;i<n;i++){
for(j=0;j<n;j++){

tmp[i][j]=0.0;
#pragma xmp loop (k) on t(k)

for(k=0;k<n;k++){
tmp[i][j]+=(m1[i][k]*m2[k][j]);

}}}
#pragma xmp reduction (+:tmp)

Each task is a parallel program over several nodes.
XMP language can be used to descript parallel program easily!

YML provides a workflow programming 
environment  and high level graph description 
language called YvetteML

OpenMP
GPGPU

etc... 

S. Petiton (Lille and MDLS), O. Delanoy (UVSQ), T. Dufaud
(UVSQ and MDLS), M. Sato and Miwako Tusji (U. Tsukuba 
then RIKEN), T. Boku (U. Tsukuba), B. Chapman (U. Houston, 
then U. Stony Brook and BNL), J. Protze, M. Müller and C. 
Terboven (RTWH, Aachen), M. Dandouna (NumeriX), L. 
Drummond, O. Marques (LBNL),  L. Choy (U. Lille, U. 
Tsukuba/Japan,), M. Hugues (Total and Google/Asutin), S. Ling 
and Y. Zhang (U. Lille 1 and U. Hohai/China), H. Haiwu (U. 
Lille 1, then U. Hohai/China, the Chinese Academy of Science), 
Xinzhe Wu (MDLS/CNRS), J. Gurhen (U. Lille 1 and MDLS), ...



WHAT NUMERICAL METHODS?

Main characteristics based on proposed programing paradigm:

• Avoiding synchronous communication (such as large scalar 
products, overall synchronization)

• Promoting asynchronicity

• Taking into account heterogeneity

• Introducing fault tolerance

• Encouraging load balancing possibility 

• Introducing auto-tuning, machine learning
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OUTLINE

• Some application challenges
• Programming models and frameworks
• Unite and conquer approach
• Concluding remarks and perspectives
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UC method : A combination of two or more iterative methods in order to accelerate the 
convergence of one of them. 
Multiple iterative method A combination of two or more instances of the same iterative 
method in order to accelerate the convergence of one of them.

Saad (Chebyshev acceleration techniques for solving nonsymmetric eigenvalue; 1984), Brezinski (hybrid
procedures for solving linear systems; 1994), Code coupling (in simulation), ...

(co-methods)

U
C
/

UNITE AND CONQUER APPROACH



Let (Pn) be an eigenproblem (or a linear system) with A a 
large and sparse n-order matrix. 

The Arnoldi projection of (Pn) onto Krylov subspace 
Km(A,v)=span(v, Av,…,Am-1v) can be expressed as:

AVm=VmHm+fmeT
m. 

Then, (Pm) : 
Hmyi=λiyi for i=1, …m

can represent (Pn) in Km(A,v) subspace.

November 12, 2020 ScalA20, SC20 25

RESTARTED KRYLOV SUBSPACE METHODS



• INIT: Choose k, m, v, tol, nbRC (eigenproblem)
• ITERATE:

a. Arnoldi reduction : AVm=VmHm+fmeT
m

b. Solve reduced problem: Hmyi=λiyi for i=1, …m
c. Compute Ritz-pairs (Λk,Uk), with Λk=(λ1, …, λk) and 

Uk=[Vmy1,…, Vmyk]. 
d. If (convergence) stop.
e. Restart implicitly/explicitly ITERATE by defining an adapted

restarting strategy f(Λk, Uk)

November 12, 2020 ScalA20, SC20 26

RESTARTED KRYLOV SUBSPACE METHODS

What is the correlation between parameters k, m, v, tol, nbRC, f(Λk, Uk) ? 



GMRES/LS-ARNOLDI FOR LINEAR SYSTEM

� Multi level parallelism:      
coarse & fine grain

• Asynchronous 
communication

� Fault tolerance

� Load balancing

Haiwu He, C. Bergere, S. Petiton,. A Hybrid GMRES/LS-Arnoldi Method to Accelerate the Parallel Solution of Linear
Systems. Computers and Mathematics with Applications 51 (2006) 1647-1662.
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initial subspace K(v3,m3)

Projection of
(Pn) to K(v3,m3)

Solving (Pm3)

Return in ¢n

initial subspace K(v1,m1)

Projection of
(Pn) to K(v1,m1)

Solving (Pm1)

Return in ¢n

initial subspace K(v2,m2)

Projection of
(Pn) to K(v2,m2)

Solving (Pm2)

Return in ¢n

Synchronous or asynchronous information exchange

MULTIPLE RKSM: A PARTICULAR CASE OF UC APPROACH
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A combination of two or more instances of the same RKSM for 
accelerating the convergence of one of them. 

The instances can be defined by several Krylov subspaces:           
Kmi = span{vi, Avi, …, Ami-1vi}, for i=1,2,…,l:

ü Different subspaces : 
Kmiwith mi¹mj and  vi¹vj for i,jÎ[1,…,l] and i¹j

ü Nested subspaces :
Km1  Ì Km2 Ì Km3 Ì …ÌKml

MULTIPLE METHOD: A PARTICULAR CASE OF UC APPROACH



MERAM ON
GRID’5000 
PLATFORM
USING120 CORES
AND
PETSC/SLEPC
IN YML

SCALABILITY WRT THE NUMBER OF CO-METHODS
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CHARACTERISTICS OF UC METHODS
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• Multi level parallelism (coarse grain and fine grain)

• Asynchronous communication

• Fault tolerance

• Great potential to dynamic load balancing

• Many parameters, many reuse software components

• Need well suited «standard» programming tools

well suited to peta-scale & exascale computing system



• INIT: Choose k, m=k+p, v, tol, nbRC (eigenproblem)
• ITERATE:

a. Arnoldi reduction (AR) : AVk+p =Vk+p Hk+p +fk+p eT
k+p

b. Solve reduced problem: Hmyi=λiyi for i=1, …m
c. Compute Ritz-pairs (Λk,Uk), with Λk=(λ1, …, λk) and 

Uk=[Vmy1,…, Vmyk]. 
d. If (convergence) stop.
e. Implicitly restarting:

Do p=m-k implicitly shifted QR on Hm (H+
m=QHmQ):

Update AR : AV+
k+p=V+

k+pH+
k+p+fk+peT

k+pQ (step a.)
Keep the first k columns of both sides and go to a. and complete 
AR with p= m-k additional steps.

November 12, 2020 ScalA20, SC20 32

IMPLICITLY RESTARTED ARNOLDI METHOD
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AVm1=Vm1Hm1+fm1eT
m1

AVm2=Vm2Hm2+fm2eT
m2

AVml=VmlHml+fmleT
ml

….

(Λk,Uk)m1

(Λk,Uk)m2

(Λk,Uk)ml

….
(Λk,Uk)m_best

Let m=mbest p=pbest=mbest-k

Do p=m-k implicitly shifted QR (H+
m=QHmQ):

Update AR : AV+
k+p=V+

k+pH+
k+p+fk+peT

k+pQ (step a.)
Keep the first k columns of both sides and go to a. and 
complete AR with p= m-k additional steps.

MIRAM WITH NESTED SUBSPACES (Km1 ÌKm2Ì…ÌKml)

l times a-d steps of 
IRAM algorithm



Bfw782a, k=2, tol=10-8and a random initial guess

AUTOTUNED IRAM AND EVOLUTION OF mBESTWITHINARPACK
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47"

Schenk/nlpkkt240 (the largest matrix in the UF Sparse Matrix Collection): 
n=27993600 , k=10, tol=10-10,  

November 12, 2020 ScalA20, SC20 35
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Schenk/nlpkkt240 in the 
UF Matrix Collection: 
n=27993600,  k=10, 
tol=10-10.

MIRAMns with 
YML+XMP on K 
Computer by 
Miwako TSUJI
(RIKEN)
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Speed-up execution time and
Scalability wrt

the number of cores: 

Evolution of  the best 
subspace size along 

restarting cycles



Evolution of mbest along cycles within 
MIRAM (4,7,10,13,16,20) with roadNet-

PA matrix

EVOLUTION OF mBEST IN AUTOTUNED IRAM
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FIGURE 4.21: Evolution of mbest in MIRAMns(5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20) among iterations

with com-Youtube matrix
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FIGURE 4.22: Evolution of mbest in MIRAMns(4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 20) among iterations

with roadNet-PA matrix
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Matrix  Tesla K20c, k=7 



IA IN HPNC: ML TO MANAGE THE MANY PARAMETERS OF UCM?
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Search of correlation between the parameters:

ü k: the number of  wanted eigenvalues, 

ü M=[m1, …, ml]: the discrete interval of subspace sizes,

ü V=[v1, …, vl]: the initial guesses, 

ü tolerance: the desired accuracy,

ü nbRC: the number of restart cycles,

ü f1(Λ1
k, U1

k), …, fl(Λl
k, Ul

k) : the restarting strategies for the 
instances,

ü … 

By using “big” data generated by so many experiments, ML can help 
to find fairly precise solution.
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HPNC IN AI: UC APPROACH IN MACHINE LEARNING

UCEL: Unite and Conquer Ensemble Learning methods

- User behavior classifier models
- Combination of ensemble learning and 

UC technics (UCEL)
-Bagging and Boosting
-UC approach

- Base methods family
-Anomaly detection
-Supervised methods
-*Graph based methods 
-*Unsupervised recurrent neural 
network

A.M. Diop, N. Emad and T. Winter, A Parallel and Scalable Framework for Insider Threat Detection, 27th IEEE 
International Conference on High Performance Computing, Data, and Analytics, 16-19 December 2020, Pune, India.



ANOMALY DETECTION WITH DIFFERENT CO-METHODS
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also in Brazil and Luxembourg. This large-scale and flexible
platform is a testbed for experiment-driven research in all
areas of computer science, with a focus on parallel and
distributed computing. G5K resources are 15000 cores, 800
compute-nodes, and also technologies such as GPU, SSD and
Infiniband. For our experiment we used mainly used nodes
from the cluster of the Lille site.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Model validation

(a) Anomaly Detection with multiple Robcov with 10 co-methods

(b) Anomaly Detection Behavior Profiler with 4 co-methods

Fig. (2) AUC-score evolution throughout iterations in BP algo-
rithm

Method TT Without UCEL TT with UCEL

Robcov 0.61 - 0.53 0.94 - 0.94
4AD 0.75 - 0.52 0.95 - 0.93
MLP 0.95 - 0.50 0.97 - 0.96
5SM 0.98 - 0.98 0.99 - 0.99

TABLE (I) Train and test with and without UCEL

First of all, we focus on scenario 2 to check the benefice of
the UCEL approach to manage the bias and variance tradeoff.
The Figure 2 and Figure 3 depicts AUC-score in the function
of the number of iterations of the UCEL framework. The
curves in the figure represent the evolution of the training
AUC-score of the co-methods.

The sub-figure 2(a) and 2(b) represent respectively a UCEL
execution of 10 instances of the robust covariance classi-
fiers and 4 different anomaly detection classifiers use as co-
methods(i.e. IForest, OcSVM, Robcov, LOF). For example

(a) Anomaly Detection with multiple MLP with 10 co-methods

(b) Anomaly Detection with 4 different co-methods

Fig. (3) AUC-score evolution throughout iterations in behavior
profiler

for Robcov(k), k represent the kieme instance of a Robust
Covariance classifier.

Since the score is pretty low after the first iteration, we can
suspect that, individually, the co-methods suffer either from
underfitting, overfitting, or poor calibration of the hyperpa-
rameters or don’t have enough sample to establish a correct
decision boundary. UCEL boost their initial low AUC-score
through the iterations.

We are particularly interested in the peak accuracy of the
co-methods or the WVC. In Adaboost [?], the weighted voting
systems weight positively the classifier with low error rates,
and negatively the one with high error rates. In our case,
we focus on the peak AUC-score of the learners. We will
investigate in future work, other weighting and restarting
functions (e.g. additionally to the FP/FN we will send the
best hyperparameters).

Some co-methods showcase a little drop of performance
after reaching their peak or oscillating between low and high
values from an iteration to another. We suspect that this is
due to the choice of the hyperparameters. The OcSVM co-
method doesn’t seem to benefit from this boosting strategy
after the second iteration. We suspect that it is badly tuned.
However, we need to do further investigation, particularly at
the level of its objective function, and the establishment of the
decision boundary when we inject new elements. Haidal et al.
[6] have proven the efficiency of an injection of false-positive
to OcSVM classifiers to improve its performance, however not
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and negatively the one with high error rates. In our case,
we focus on the peak AUC-score of the learners. We will
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functions (e.g. additionally to the FP/FN we will send the
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Some co-methods showcase a little drop of performance
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values from an iteration to another. We suspect that this is
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Strong scalability
Number of entries in dataset: 0.5x106


